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About This Game
Lance A Lot is a local party game that pits 4 friends against each other in GLORIOUS rocket-powered combat! Fly across the
sky on a noble rocket steed and use your lance to send worthy adversaries plummeting towards the ground. In the end there can
only be one knight left standing!

GLORIOUS FEATURES!
USE YOUR LANCE, A LOT. A single strike with the tip of the lance is all it takes to unseat an opponent. Hence, you
are always one hit away from triumph – or defeat.
JOUST ON ROCKETS. Because horses are for peasants – true knights battle in the skies!
PLAY WITH PHYSICS. Most objects in the environment can be bounced, bent, thrown or moved.
CHANGE THE RULES. Play around with different mutators to create your own style of jousting.
DOMINATE THE SKIES. Compete across a variety of islands in 4 different modes. Duel rivals in single combat or
clash in free-for-all modes like King of the Hill and Capture the Flag.
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Title: Lance A Lot: Classic Edition
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brimstone
Publisher:
Brimstone
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 or later
Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or Radeon HD 6850 (for 60fps in 1080p at Low, or 60fps in 720p at High)
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 1 GB available space
Additional Notes: Controller for each player is recommended (keyboard supports 2 players)

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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lancelot classic edition
Usually the $1 and under games I buy on Steam are at least somewhat disappointing.
I am happy to say that this game was an exception.
Not only does the game have a LOT of replayability over time due to its arcade shoot 'em up style, but it's actually well-built and
fairly well-designed, especially considering how simple the pieces that make it up are.
The game itself is also fairly challenging to go far in at the beginning, but if you keep playing it, the game slowly rewards you
with an in-game currency that can be used to purchase more boosts\/weapons that drop during your game. The nice thing is that
these are not permanent upgrades to your ship, but rather drops that you must collect as you destroy the enemies. Furthermore,
the achievements available for the game will take time to acquire. I've played the game for about 4 hours, and while I did get
most of them, I can tell that some are still a ways away.
So, long story short, I say buy the game if you like shoot 'em ups and don't mind the simple art\/design (kind of like a mix of old
arcade games and old online flash games). You won't regret the purchase, and you'll get a game you can revisit whenever you
want to kill a little bit of time.. Great game!. I was sceptical when I first set eyes on Way Down but after watching the trailer it
looked like a lot of fun and it is.
The graphics are not great but the gameplay is and the attention to detail is awesome.
Bullet cases fly out of your gun, empty magazines are left strewn all over the floor as you reload, lights smash, barrels explode
and your enemies are cut to ribbons are you battle your way to the next level.
On the way you can choose to recruit or rescue any captives you find. Recruiting them brings them into your squad and they
follow you throuigh the game fighting the enemy with you.
They also each have a special skill.
The levels themselves are procedurally generated and although not very varied are fairly challenging.
Each level has a boss towards the end, the ones I've faced so far haven't been that tough.
Once you die, you return to your base where you can upgrade skills, recruits and craft weapons with the money you've found
playing the game.
The game does have a couple of bugs, If you leave the home level with a UI window open it stays open on the main game and
you can't shoot until you close it.
I also managed to crash the game by accidently entering the first dungeon with the bank UI open but I'm, sure the developer will
look into these minor bugs.
All in all, a fun game only really brought down by the graphics. 8\/10. well worth the price.. Avoid at all costs as it doesn't work.
Eye spy. Like other "find the item" games from this company (Rosecliff Island, Amazing Adventures), this game delivers what
it promises: a simple puzzle game that is fun.. I quite enjoy this game. The core gameplay consists of exploring the map,
discovering its secrets and uncovering the story. The charming art, beautiful audio and cute story creates a unique and cozy
atmosphere.
This game is a pleasant and soothing experience well worth a try.. man i really wish i knew what was going on in this game
even the kanji is decimated and turned into garbage text because windows ten
but
it looks like fire emblem meets heroes of might and magic 3
it has a bunch of tech that is lost in translation i guess
EDIT: its probably fine. There are two worlds, in two dimensions, overlaid in space. To solve each puzzle, you need to visualize
both dimensions to understand when to jump between them. The puzzles are interesting, and like Portal, they are just difficult
enough. The graphics are stylish, with stark use of monochrome colours. The soundtrack provides an excellent mood, relaxing,
zen. Highly recommended.
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This is a great experience, the graphics are well-done, and you have all the trappings of a basic platformer/puzzler here.
you're given a brief tutorial, and then the game thrusts you into the world, doesn't really explain much after that ( although there
are numerous pentagrams that offer context sensitive tips )
the main gameplay is you activating switches with either your character, or clones you can make ( up to 3 ) and they have a
timer - which makes them explode as it runs out . You can also forcibly speed them up as well.
Vast majority of the puzzles require you to activate colored switches to keep progressing within these limitations.
The main chambers all have a boss fight, as well - and those are pretty sweet.
Before you reach the boss, you're given the option to take an easy path, or a hard path - it says you get rewards, but I never saw
anything - I just always did the hardest path.
As i played the game, weird stuff happened on and off - I'm not spoiling it here.
And, there's tons and tons of hidden things. Main case in point, the game comes with a RAR file named BONUS, and you can
find a code in the game to unzip it . I won't spoil what it is, but I will say it's worth it.
The ending to the game, not sure I got the right one? The credits rolled, I was in an FPS segment, and the game force closes
shortly after ( not spoiling a thing )
I noticed after you " beat " the game, you can redo levels to gain a score, and I'm thinking maybe this is something you need to
do in order to achieve a proper ending.
regardless, had a blast playing this and discovering all the nooks and crannies.
Amoung the secret things: morse code puzzles, cryptograms, backmasked audio and single frame images you probably should be
recording to find. literally single frames, haha.
Got some good Pony Island vibes here, and if I can solve the riddle to beating the game properly, I'll update this.
. OMG. Memories. One of the first games I ever played was Boulder Dash on my older brothers C64. Later we played together
on the much improved Amiga version of the game. Many years ago I found the PC clone Diamond Caves, but lost it again.
Today I found it here on Steam and right now my own kids are playing around with the game and designing levels for each
other. This is a new version with many new features but it still very true to the original. Well designed, and well implemented..
fun game for all, recommended. The series has improved a lot over each episode and the fulfilling conclusion to the series is
proof of that.. Surprisingly catchy in many places. After playing the game for a while, several of these get stuck in your head!.
Issues:
Right off the bat, it feels like it's in alpha. Keyboard controls are clunky, non-intuitive, and sometimes produced different
results than the options menu indicates they will produce. There's little mouse options in this game. The dialogs do not always
indicate the next step of the quest. Sometimes you have to guess what to do next. This can be very frustrating. Honestly,
although the graphics are lovely, it feels unpolished and about 15 years old.. made my character look trans.... im offended. I like
this game all details and bright colors . The game is all redy awesom bu i think that it coud be mor interesting to play it if there
is a story creation mode where the users can creait ther own storys with ther own caracters and ther own citys \/ villiges .
Thanks .
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